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MEASURING  
A RADIATOR
The tubes of a radiator are always mounted parallel to the fins and 
perpendicular to the inlet/outlet tanks. Measuring a radiator is very
simple but, certain rules apply. The first measurement is always the 
height ( A ) which is always taken in the same direction of the tubes.
Second the width ( B ) is always measured in between the side 
plates. Last, core thickness ( C ) is measured.

Alternate Revision

Technological advances in radiator designs may result in your 
replacement radiator being constructed of different materials 
and configurations (example: new aluminium models may 
replace older copper / brass models). The height, width 
and thickness measurements of your radiator applying the 
measuring methods described above), may not match the 
replacement radiator exactly. However the replacement 
unit will precisely fit the application and meet or exceed the 
performance specifications of the original radiator.
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The tubes of a radiator are always mounted parallel to the fins and perpendicular to the inlet/outlet tanks. Measuring a radiator is very
simple but, certain rules apply. The first measurement is always the height ( A ) which is always taken in the same direction of the tubes.
Second the width ( B ) is always measured in between the side plates. Last, core thickness ( C ) is measured.  

It is very important to note that the core thickness will differ from one radiator to another but, can still provide the same cooling 
capabilities. There are many examples of possible tube sizes based on the combination of the number of rows used. 

For example, in the case of copper brass radiators versus aluminum radiators, copper brass radiators will have tube sizes ranging from
3/8" to 3/4" in diameter and can have up to four rows.

An aluminum radiator will have one to two rows of tubes, which can be from 5/8" (16 mm) to 1 9/16" (39 mm) in diameter.  
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Two Rows of 1/2" Tubes One Row (26 mm) Aluminum 

Downflow Radiator

For both types of radiators: A = Height / B = Width / C = Core Thickness

Crossflow Radiator
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Technical support 
  OVER THE PHONE AT 

1-800-363-8533
  ONLINE CHAT AT :  
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